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### Metric Conversion

**SI* Modern Metric Conversion Factors as provided by the Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration** [http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/aaa/metricp.htm](http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/aaa/metricp.htm)

#### Length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>WHEN YOU</th>
<th>MULTIPLY BY</th>
<th>TO FIND</th>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in</td>
<td>inches</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>millimeters</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ft</td>
<td>feet</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>meters</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yd</td>
<td>yards</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>meters</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mi</td>
<td>miles</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>kilometers</td>
<td>km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>WHEN YOU</th>
<th>MULTIPLY BY</th>
<th>TO FIND</th>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in²</td>
<td>square inches</td>
<td>645.2</td>
<td>square</td>
<td>mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ft²</td>
<td>square feet</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>square meters</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yd²</td>
<td>square yard</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>square meters</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ac</td>
<td>acres</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>hectares</td>
<td>ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mi²</td>
<td>square miles</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>square</td>
<td>km²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>WHEN YOU</th>
<th>MULTIPLY</th>
<th>TO FIND</th>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mm</td>
<td>millimeters</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>inches</td>
<td>in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>meters</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>feet</td>
<td>ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>meters</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>yards</td>
<td>yd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>km</td>
<td>kilometers</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>miles</td>
<td>mi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>WHEN YOU</th>
<th>MULTIPLY BY</th>
<th>TO FIND</th>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mm²</td>
<td>square</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>square inches</td>
<td>in²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m²</td>
<td>square meters</td>
<td>10.764</td>
<td>square feet</td>
<td>ft²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m²</td>
<td>square meters</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td>square yards</td>
<td>yd²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ha</td>
<td>hectares</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>acres</td>
<td>ac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>km²</td>
<td>square</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>square miles</td>
<td>mi²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SI is the symbol for the International System of Units. Appropriate rounding should be made to comply with Section 4 of ASTM E380.*
### Abstract

The purpose of this research was to facilitate the ongoing collection of information from the public about potential areas of multimodal service and infrastructure improvements and easily share these problems with transit agencies, departments of transportation, and city and county governments. The research team implemented open-source software that leveraged the Open311 issue-reporting standard to capture various types of data from actual users of public transportation via the OneBusAway mobile app, a real-time transit information system. Lessons learned from regional collaboration surrounding issue reporting and infrastructure improvements are discussed, as are the technical design and challenges behind implementing such a system. The results of six months of system deployment in Hillsborough and Pinellas Counties are presented, including specific examples of cross-jurisdictional and multimodal issues reported by the public. Using this crowd-sourced data and issue management tools, transit agencies, departments of transportation, and city and county government will be able to better target improvements to bike, pedestrian, and transit infrastructure.
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Executive Summary

Offering real-time arrival information to riders via mobile applications has been shown to improve the rider’s perception of transit and increase ridership. This direct connection to riders also offers the agency an opportunity to collect feedback on how transit service and infrastructure can be improved, including pedestrian and bicycle access to transit. Feedback from these travelers could also be key in reducing the risk for bicyclists and pedestrians. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, in 2015 the largest number of pedalcyclist fatalities occurred in Florida (150), followed by California (129) [1]. Every other State had 50 or fewer pedalcyclist fatalities [1]. Additionally, Florida also had the highest pedalcyclist fatality rate per million population (7.4 fatalities per million residents), compared to the national rate of 2.5 [1]. Similarly, Florida had the second highest number of pedestrian fatalities (628) as well as the second highest pedestrian fatality rate per 100,000 at 3.10 [2]. Hillsborough County in the Tampa Bay, Florida area has more traffic deaths per resident than any other large county in the country [3]. Rider feedback could be critical to providing safe and accessible transit service and planning improvements for supporting pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure.

While mobile apps have opened a direct line of feedback from the rider to the agency, managing the sheer volume of this rider feedback remains challenging. This is especially true when determining where to assign the responsibility for addressing rider-identified problems where various departments and agencies (e.g., city/county governments) are involved (e.g., does this broken bench belong to the transit agency or the county?).

The purpose of this research was to facilitate the ongoing collection of information from the public about potential areas of multimodal service and infrastructure improvements and easily share these problems with transit agencies, departments of transportation, and city and county governments. The research team implemented open-source software that leveraged the Open311 issue-reporting standard to capture of various types of data from actual users of public transportation via the OneBusAway mobile app, a real-time transit information system. Agencies can now use any Open311-compatible issue report application along with the OneBusAway app, enabling them to effectively triage, manage, and respond to feedback from the public.

Deployment of the system for six months in the Tampa Bay area resulted in a total of 677 issue reports captured via the OneBusAway app for Hillsborough County, with approximately 87% of the issues being related to arrival times and schedule problems and 13% related to other categories that included public safety issues. Examples of reported cross-jurisdictional safety issues include an open electrical box near a bus stop, as well as a broken storm drain with debris that impeded a pedestrian and bike travel path. Hillsborough Area Regional Transit (HART) was able to relay these reports, including a photo of the issue, to Frontier Communications and the City of Tampa, respectively, who quickly resolved the problems. In Pinellas County, of the 4780 issues reported only 54
(1.13%) were related to public transportation. This is because PSTA hadn’t widely advertised the availability of their information in OneBusAway at the time of the deployment, and Pinellas County has been using the SeeClickFix issue reporting tool for several years. HART and PSTA reported that a key advantage to using a dedicated issue management platform was the additional transit metadata that OneBusAway was able to attach to the issues as well as the ability to create data-driven customer service and maintenance performance goals.

The research team identified potential areas of improvement in the Open311 specification, including standardizing a discovery protocol for Open311-compliant systems, the direct submission of image data in place of URL, and the addition of “hidden fields” for metadata that shouldn’t be shown to the public but is useful to the agency for troubleshooting problems.

General guidance for issue reporting categories related to public transportation would assist the industry in tracking common metrics across agencies as well as communication between agencies about issues.

Future improvements to OneBusAway should examine the ability to capture the time when the user arrives at a bus stop to assist with troubleshooting arrival and departure time predictions problems, as well as the ability to collect travel path information (with the user’s permission). This feature would need to be balanced with privacy protections and transparency for the user.

For new agencies implementing issue management systems, participating agencies suggest that the agency have dedicated personnel ready and trained prior to making the system available to the public, be prepared to manage two systems during a transition period, put thought into secondary questions for users to limit back-and-forth communication, and ensure that public and private comments are channeled to the correct venues.

Based on the research team’s experience troubleshooting GTFS (General Transit Feed Specification)-realtime data in this project, the creation of an open-source GTFS-realtime validation tool is strongly recommended. Such a tool would save the industry significant transit agency, AVL vendor, and application developer time and resources that are currently being spent on identifying and debugging errors in feeds.
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## Abbreviations and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programming Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVL</td>
<td>Automatic Vehicle Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTR</td>
<td>Center for Urban Transportation Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDOT</td>
<td>Florida Department of Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTFS</td>
<td>General Transit Feed Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTFS-realtime</td>
<td>General Transit Feed Specification-realtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HART</td>
<td>Hillsborough Area Regional Transit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBA</td>
<td>OneBusAway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSTA</td>
<td>Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCRP</td>
<td>Transit Cooperative Research Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL</td>
<td>Uniform Resource Locator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USF</td>
<td>University of South Florida</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1 - Introduction

Real-time transit information has been shown to have many benefits to transit riders, including shorter perceived wait time [4], shorter actual wait time [4], a lowered learning curve for new riders [5], and increased feeling of safety (e.g., at night) [6, 7]. Transit agencies who have deployed real-time information have also benefitted from increased ridership [8, 9], as well as a better perception of the agency and its transit service, even if its service has not actually changed [10].

This direct connection to riders also offers the agency an opportunity to collect feedback on how transit service and infrastructure can be improved, including pedestrian and bicycle access to transit. Feedback from these travelers could also be key in better understanding bicycle and pedestrian fatalities. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, in 2015 the largest number of pedalcyclist fatalities occurred in Florida (150), followed by California (129) [1]. Every other state had 50 or fewer pedalcyclist fatalities [1]. Additionally, Florida also had the highest pedalcyclist fatality rate per million population (7.4 fatalities per million residents), compared to the national rate of 2.5 [1]. Similarly, Florida had the second highest number of pedestrian fatalities (628) as well as the second highest pedestrian fatality rate per 100,000 at 3.10 [2]. Hillsborough County in the Tampa Bay, Florida, area has more traffic deaths per resident than any other large county in the country [3]. Rider feedback is critical to providing safe and accessible transit service and for planning improvements to pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure.

While mobile apps have opened a direct line of feedback from the rider to the agency, managing the sheer volume of this rider feedback remains challenging. This is especially true when determining where to assign the responsibility for addressing rider identified problems when various departments and agencies (e.g., city/county government) are involved (e.g., does this broken bench belong to the transit agency or the county?).

The purpose of this research was to facilitate the ongoing collection of information from the public about potential areas of multimodal service and infrastructure improvements and easily share these problems with transit agencies, departments of transportation, and city and county governments. As part of this research, the team examined existing issue management systems, as well as the Open311 standard for issue reporting, to determine how existing challenges with the OneBusAway mobile app user feedback could be addressed, which are discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 discusses the creation of the Open311-based issue reporting solution for the OneBusAway mobile app, Chapter 4 presents the results of the six-month deployment as well as lessons learned, and Chapter 5 presents the project’s conclusions. To demonstrate an improved issue reporting system within the context of a regional system with multiple transit agencies, the research team added real-time information for a second transit agency to the OneBusAway Tampa Bay region in the OneBusAway mobile app, which is detailed in Appendix A.
Chapter 2 - Challenges with Managing User Feedback

OneBusAway (OBA) is a mobile application for real-time multimodal information that allows transit riders to see predicted arrival and departure times for each bus stop [11]. Unlike other mobile transit apps, OneBusAway is open-source, which means that anyone can download and deploy the software source code in their region. OneBusAway started as a project created by graduate students at the University of Washington, and has since spread to over 10 cities with over 325,000 active users (users that have opened the app in the last 30 days).

OneBusAway was officially launched in Tampa, Florida in August 2013 [12], and continues to be the main source of real-time public transportation information for Hillsborough Area Regional Transit (HART) for over 35,000 active users in Tampa. However, one of the significant challenges in deploying such a popular app is the large amount of feedback provided by users. The initial design of OneBusAway provided a single regional email contact point for feedback – tapping on “Contact Us” in the OneBusAway app would open an email directed to the regional contact point (initially HART).

However, this feedback design creates several challenges:

1. Managing the issue lifecycle via email is inefficient – Email is not a good medium for tracking individual issues, including who they are assigned to and when a specific issue is resolved.
2. OneBusAway regions can contain multiple agencies – If there is only a single email contact point for a region, multiple transit agencies must share that email address. This causes additional confusion and issue lifecycle management difficulties.
3. Intermodal issues are difficult to manage – Because the transit agency is the lead organization responding to issues, any issues related to sidewalks, bicycle lanes, parking, right of way, roads, or other infrastructure not managed by the transit agency must be shared with other organizations.

In 2011, Ferris et al. implemented a proof-of-concept crowd-sourcing issue reporting system within OneBusAway that focused on arrival times (i.e., trip) problem reports, and stop information problem reports [13]. These improvements gave users a way to categorize problems falling into these two categories and submit them to a OneBusAway server database, although additional challenges were encountered:

1. Processing and analyzing the volume of reports is burdensome – The issue management interface within the OneBusAway administrative web site does not allow the transit agency to search, analyze, and aggregate issues. As a result, dealing with a large volume of reports is inefficient and costly leading to concerns of delays in response.
2. Arrival times and stop information does not sufficient cover problems reported by users – HART wanted to add more categories for users to report problems for (e.g., Wi-Fi on bus not working, broken stop benches)

3. The problem reporting categories were rigid and hard-coded into the mobile app - HART needed the ongoing ability to add and update problem-reporting categories within the app without requiring software code changes.

4. The administrative interface within OneBusAway to manage the issue lifecycle was very limiting – All reports were anonymous, which did not give HART the ability to respond to users to let them know that an issue was resolved. This also creates the rider perception that the transit agency is not receiving or reacting to any of the feedback. Additionally, multiple tiers of user permissions were not supported in the administrative interface, which did not give the ability to assign restricted permissions to customer service staff that should be able to manage reported issues, but not have access to other OneBusAway administrative tools (e.g., updating system schedule data).

Based on the above challenges encountered with the existing email and arrival time and stop information reporting mechanisms, the project team developed the following criteria in coordination with the participating agencies for creating a new issue reporting solution within OneBusAway:

- **Interoperability** – Issue reporting management systems need to allow interoperability with external systems to be successfully integrated with OneBusAway. This type of integration is typically accomplished via an open Application Programming Interface (API) that would allow OBA to interact and submit issue reports to the system. The new data collection system should be easy to implement for multiple platforms (e.g., iOS, Android).

- **Powerful interface to manage issues** – The issue management administrative interface should support the ability to search, triage, aggregate, summarize, assign, and track the progress towards resolution of issues. The administrative interface for managing issues should also be separated from the other administrative features of OneBusAway.

- **User feedback and interaction** - After issue submission, the data collection system should return useful feedback to the application, and allow additional communication between the user and managing agency if needed. Anonymous reporting of issues is also desired.

- **Multi-jurisdictional issue notification and management** – Transit service often occurs at the boundary of service jurisdictions where infrastructure may be owned and maintained by several different parties. For example, a traveler walking to a bus stop may encounter a broken sidewalk that is maintained by the county. When they reach their bus stop, if the bench is broken, it may be maintained by the transit agency. If a bus consistently gets stuck at a red traffic light, that traffic signal may be owned by the city. In addition, a pothole on the road, which the traveler must step around to board the bus, may be owned by the department of
transportation. The public should be shielded from these complexities. Travelers should be able to simply report a problem to a system, and that system should be able to automatically assign the problem based on exactly where it was reported and the issue category, and then notify the appropriate jurisdiction that would own that problem. This process would cut down on frustration from both the public and from jurisdictions that get many issues that they themselves cannot fix, and instead must forward to another jurisdiction. The research team worked closely with the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) District 7 as well as HART, Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA), and Pinellas County to ensure that a solution could meet the needs of each of these agencies in the greater Tampa Bay area.

- **Standardization of data elements** – If possible, standardized reporting protocols and data elements should be used so that a common set of information is reported across all OBA deployments.

### 2.1 Review of existing systems

The research team reviewed several civic issue management tools and programs, which are discussed in the following sections.

#### 2.1.1 Mystery Riders Program

Some public transportation agencies use a “mystery rider” program to help collect data about how the transit system is working. These programs have an employee go “undercover” on the transit system and impersonate a normal rider so the agency can see what the riders experience is like. One such program by TransDev [14] monitors the bus routes and measure drivers’ compliance with expected behaviors. Mystery riders are specially trained to create accurate reports from agencies. They randomly check the routes and verify driver behavior on particular routes.

The following items are examples of information that are monitored by the mystery riders:

- Public timetable availability
- Operator customer service acumen
- Cleanliness of bus
- Timeliness of trip
- Comfort of the HVAC and the ride
- Operational safety

#### 2.1.2 Street Bump

Street Bump is a mobile crowdsourcing app that helps residents improve their neighborhood by automatically reporting potholes in roads while they drive [15].
user opens the street bump mobile app while they are driving and the mobile app uses the embedded sensors (e.g., accelerometer, gyroscope) in the phone to detect bumps and report this information to local governments.

![Figure 1 - Reported bump from a mobile device](image)

### 2.1.3 SeeClickFix

SeeClickFix is an interactive platform for citizens to report non-emergency issues, and governments to manage, track and reply to reported issues [16].

SeeClickFix is used as a crowdsourced issue reporting platform by many municipalities, including Pinellas County in the Tampa Bay area. Pinellas County coordinates with the following agencies for resolving issues reported by the public:

- PSTA
- Duke Energy
- FDOT District 7
- St. Petersburg
- Belleair
- Clearwater
- Dunedin
- Gulfport
- Largo
- Oldsmar
- Pinellas Park
Safety Harbor
Seminole
St. Pete Beach
Tarpon Springs
Treasure Island

SeeClickFix has a web and mobile applications for users to report issues. Figure 2 shows an issue displayed on the SeeClickFix web page that was reported by a member of the public to Pinellas County, and Figure 3 shows issue reporting categories that Pinellas County has defined for their jurisdiction. Jurisdictions can define their own set of categories for which they allow the public to report issues.

Figure 2 - Issue submitted by the public in SeeClickFix
Figure 3 - Issue categories defined by Pinellas County

Figure 4 - Interactive follow-up questions in the SeeClickFix mobile app
Jurisdictions can also define precise reporting boundaries using Geographic Information System (GIS) shape files so that they are only notified when an issue is reported within their precise jurisdiction. If desired, agencies can also subscribe to be notified for issues with specific categories that may be within their own jurisdiction but not their responsibility. For example, if the City of St. Petersburg is responsible for trash pickup within Pinellas County, they can choose to be notified whenever a trash issue is reported within the City of St. Petersburg, or they can elect not to be notified for trash issues within the City of St. Petersburg. Since jurisdictional boundaries and responsibilities for each type of issue can be complex, having this specificity of controlled reporting is very important to avoid flooding jurisdictions with issues that they are not interested in or do not have control over. In SeeClickFix, GIS files defining jurisdictional boundaries can be complex, including support for scenarios where a department of transportation may want to be notified if an issue is reported within 30 feet of their road network.

SeeClickFix also offers the ability to define “follow-up” questions for particular issue categories. For example, as shown in Figure 4, when a member of the public chooses the “Traffic Signal” category, Pinellas County requires them to answer several follow-up questions prior to submitting the issue, including the direction the person was traveling and time of day that they experienced the problem. This feature is important to provide the jurisdiction with all the information they need to take action on a reported problem, and reduces the overhead of back-and-forth communication with the person reporting the problem if the user did not provide the additional required information. A jurisdiction can still follow-up with a user if needed to collect extra information via a Facebook-like comments system.

SeeClickFix offers a subscription model for jurisdictions to pay for access to the service. SeeClickFix also includes custom-branded iOS and Android mobile apps for the jurisdiction as part of one of their packages.
2.1.4 PublicStuff

Similar to SeeClickFix, another crowdsourced reporting platform for non-emergency issues is PublicStuff [17] (Figure 5).

![Figure 5 - Issue submitted to PublicStuff](image)

PublicStuff also allows jurisdictions to define custom issue reporting categories as well as required follow-up questions that users must answer before submitting the issue.

PublicStuff is also subscription-based with annual plans, and also includes custom-branded iOS and Android mobile apps for the jurisdiction as part of one of their packages.

2.1.5 Connected Bits

Connected Bits [18] provides a similar issue reporting platform to SeeClickFix and PublicStuff (Figure 6).
2.1.6 FixMyTransport

FixMyTransport [19] was the only crowdsourced reporting system that has focused exclusively on public transport. FixMyTransport was deployed exclusively in the United Kingdom, but in January 2015 the organization behind FixMyTransport decided to stop offering the service. It had a proprietary API, which makes the platform less flexible. However, since it focuses on public transportation, it has more transit-specific issue categorization. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the issue reporting flow that was used with FixMyTransport.
Different transportation sources are listed as the category and the users can specify the issues as free text during the issue submission (i.e., the issue itself does not need to be defined as a specific problem type).
The following shows the issue category list that was used by FixMyTransport:

- **Stop or Station**
  - Bus stop
  - Train station
  - Tram, metro or tube stop
  - Ferry terminal
- **Journey of Route**
  - Bus/Coach
  - Train
  - Tram/Metro underground
  - Ferry

### 2.1.7 Tiramisu Transit

Tiramisu Transit [20] is a mobile app from Carnegie Mellon University that focuses on providing transit riders real-time transit information in Pittsburgh, PA, Syracuse, NY, and New York City, NY. However, instead of requiring a vehicle tracking system, Tiramisu uses locations provided from user’s devices to track where a bus is located. Thus, it crowdsources arrival predictions and occupancy level of buses from its users. Tiramisu transit has very limited issue reporting categorization as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10.

![Tiramisu Transit App](image)

**Figure 9 - Issue categorization with Tiramisu Transit**
The following is the full category list of the Tiramisu Transit:

- Schedule and Predictions
- Tiramisu Application
- Transit Service
  - Route problem
  - Vehicle problem
  - Driver problem
  - Bus stop problem

Tiramisu Transit does not have API that allows external applications to report issues to the system, and therefore cannot be easily integrated with applications such as OneBusAway.

2.2 Open311 Standard

During the review of other systems, the research team found that several major civic issue management products (e.g., SeeClickFix [16], Connected Bits [18], Public Stuff [17]) supported the Open311 standard [21]. Open311 is an open API specification for reporting non-emergency issues deployed in over 35 cities around the world. When an issue management product supports the Open311 protocol, it means that third-party applications can connect to the product, discover available issue categories that have
been entered by local agencies, and then submit issues from users to that product. In addition, if the third-party application supports the Open311 protocol, then it can connect to any product that supports the Open311 standard.

Because of the above, Open311 was selected by the research team as the issue reporting protocol for OneBusAway. To the research team’s knowledge, this is the first time the Open311 format has been used for issue reporting for public transportation. Open311 support in OneBusAway allows a region to choose the issue reporting tool/service that they want to use, and if that tool/service supports the Open311 format, OneBusAway and the tool should work together.

Given that SeeClickFix (which is Open311-compatible) was already in use by Pinellas County, FL and the City of St. Petersburg, and that OneBusAway was deployed in Tampa with HART, the greater Tampa Bay area was an excellent model region for a pilot of enhanced issue reporting within OneBusAway. FDOT District 7 also participated in the project to give a perspective on intermodal issue management and streamline issue-related communications with HART and PSTA. Appendix A discusses the effort to add Pinellas County Transit Authority (PSTA) to the OneBusAway Tampa region in detail, including analysis and troubleshooting PSTA’s transit data in the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) and GTFS-realtime formats as the data exchange format between PSTA’s Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) system and OneBusAway.

The following section discusses the addition of Open311 support to the OneBusAway system architecture and mobile app.
Chapter 3 - Improving the Issue Reporting Experience in OneBusAway

Because Open311 has been broadly adopted across major civic issue management products, the research team worked on adding support for Open311 in the OneBusAway mobile app. The following sections discuss the system architecture for OneBusAway and the addition of Open311 support, the improved issue reporting interface within the OneBusAway app, and the platform used to view issue reports within the transit agency.

3.1 System architecture

OneBusAway uses a regional model, where the mobile applications contact a centralized Regions API to discover the available local OneBusAway deployments in each city (Figure 1). The Regions API contains information for each region, including the region name (e.g., “Tampa”), region OneBusAway server URL (e.g., http://api.tampa.onebusaway.org), and the geographic bounds for each region.

![Figure 1 - OneBusAway uses a regional model where servers are maintained by each city](image)

To add support for enhanced issue reporting, a set of new fields for each region was created in the OneBusAway Server Directory to allow the designation of Open311-compliant servers for each region.
The new fields in the Regions API for each region are:

- **Open311_Base_URLs** – A pipe (|) separated list of Open311 endpoints in the region (e.g., http://api.seeclickfix.com/|http://api.myserver.com/). If no Open311 server is available for a region, this field should be left blank.

- **Open311_API_Keys** - A pipe (|) separated list of API keys for the Open311 endpoints in the region. If no Open311 server is available, this field should be left blank.

- **Open311_Jurisdiction_ID** - The default jurisdiction ID for the Open311 endpoint in the region (e.g., tampa-fl). No spaces should be included. Note that OBA can currently only support one jurisdiction per region. Therefore, if this field is populated, there should only be one value in the Open311_Base_URLs and Open311_API_Keys fields for this region. If no Open311 server is available, this field should be left blank.

![Figure 12 - The Regions API response now includes the Open311 server information for each region](image)
This information will allow the mobile apps to discover the URLs of the local Open311-compliant issue reporting servers so the Open311 client software knows where to submit issue report data.

For regions without Open311 servers, the same issue reporting process that is currently supported within the mobile apps (i.e., directly sending feedback to the OneBusAway servers or via a single regional email contact point) is used. If the region provides an Open311 server, then the enhanced issue reporting processes created as part of this project are made available to that region. Therefore, the results of this research project are instantly available to any OneBusAway region that wants to implement an Open311-based issue management system.

The project team reviewed the Open311 GeoReport v2 specification [21] and designed and implemented the software necessary to submit issue reports to an Open311-compliant server. This software has been implemented as a library [22] so it could be used in any application, including OneBusAway. The library can also be retrieved from the Jcenter repository\(^1\), and can be added to any application using the Maven or Gradle build systems. A diagram showing the protocol used to communicate between an application using the Open311 client library and an Open311 server is shown in Figure 13.

\(^1\) https://bintray.com/cutr-at-usf/cutr-mvn-repo/open311client/view
Figure 13 - The protocol for the communication between an app using the Open311 Client Library and an Open311 API Server
3.2 User Interface

A new issue reporting user interface for OneBusAway was also designed and implemented in the OneBusAway Android app (Figure 14). The source code created by the project team for both the new feedback user interface and the integration of the Open311 Client library is available on Github [22]. As discussed shortly, this design evolved throughout the project as the research team received feedback from agencies – the final design is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14 - The new issue reporting process for the OneBusAway mobile app, including directing issues to Open311-compliant servers
After tapping on the new “Send feedback” link in the main navigation drawer (Figure 14 - first screen) for the first time, the user is prompted to confirm that they are connected to the proper regional OneBusAway server (Figure 14 - second screen). If the user indicates they are not in the region the app has auto-selected (e.g., if there is a GPS error with their device), they are prompted to enter the correct region. This screen helps users resolve location errors from their device without needing to contact customer service.

Based on discussions with participating agencies, early beta users of the feedback system, and the OneBusAway community, the organization of the general feedback categories visible to the user within the app (Figure 14 - third screen, as well as Figure 15 left) evolved to facilitate the flow of issues to the correct contact point at the agency. The original set of feedback categories did not include “Contact Customer Service” or “Ideas for New Features.”

![Feedback Screen](image)

*Figure 15 - A new "Contact Customer Service" option allows users to reach out to each regional agency directly via phone, email, or website*
The “Contact Customer Service” category was added to capture issues that should be directed straight to the agency’s customer service department, which are not typically handled through an geographic-based issue reporting system via Open311 (e.g., SeeClickFix). Examples include bus driver compliments and complaints, and lost and found requests that don’t have a specific geographic component (the user doesn’t know where they left something). Figure 15 shows an example of how each agency can define contact options specific to their customer service departments. In this example, HART has allowed users to contact them via phone, email, or website, while PSTA has chosen to only allow contact via phone or website (not email).

The control of contact point options is provided directly to the transit agency via their General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) data, which is used by OneBusAway to represent transit stops, schedules, and routes for each agency in the mobile apps. One file in the GTFS dataset, agency.txt, currently allows the agency to specify a agency_phone and agency_website for phone and website contact points, respectively, which is the data that OneBusAway then uses to direct their feedback in Figure 15. The research team successfully proposed the addition of the agency_email field to the official GTFS format via the GTFS community process in order to support feedback to agencies via email – the proposal can be viewed online².

² https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/gtfs-changes/aezjQskiLYA
The “Ideas For New Features” category (Figure 16) was added to direct community-generated ideas directly to the main OneBusAway project IdeaScale site (http://onebusaway.ideascale.com/). The OneBusAway IdeaScale site allows users from all regions to submit and vote on ideas for new features in the OneBusAway open-source project, which will help transit agencies from around the world to prioritize and collaboratively fund enhancements to the OneBusAway open-source project. Agencies participating in the OneBusAway project are already showing these cross-regional benefits to agencies, with improvements from NYC being deployed in Tampa, and improvements from Tampa being deployed in Atlanta and Seattle.

The fourth screen in Figure 14 shows the available categories for which an issue can be reported for the given geographic location in the app. One advantage of the Open311 standard is that it allows each local jurisdiction to define the issue categories they want to share with the public. The Open311 client can retrieve a list of these issues from the local jurisdiction, and display these issues to the user. The issue categories used by Pinellas County and the City of St. Petersburg in SeeClickFix are shown in Figure 17.

![Pinellas Issue Categories](image)

Figure 17 - Each jurisdiction can define issue categories specific to their area
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The issue categories used by Pinellas County and the City of St. Petersburg in SeeClickFix included a variety of non-transit categories, including animal-related (barking dog), code compliance (noise, trash), ditch obstruction, flooding, graffiti, and mosquito control. PSTA added the categories of “Bus Stops” and “Arrival times” to this list, and HART defined many issue categories specific to their system, including “Arrival Times”, “Benches”, “Environmental Issues”, “Safety Concern”, “Shelters”, and more. Additionally, the jurisdiction can define follow-up questions for each category that the user must answer before submitting the issue report, which are also retrievable by OneBusAway via the Open311 API. This enables the jurisdiction to ensure they have all information needed for the report to be actionable. The follow up questions to a “Bus Stop” category defined by PSTA in Pinellas County’s SeeClickFix account are shown in the OneBusAway app on the left in Figure 18, while a HART-specific category and follow-up question for Wi-Fi on buses is shown on the right.

Figure 18 – Each jurisdictions/agency (PSTA on left, HART on right) defines their own issue categories and follow-up questions, which are automatically shown in the OneBusAway app
Following discussions with participating agencies, it was determined that the OneBusAway application should prioritize transit-related issue categories when they are displayed to the user, if possible. The research team implemented software to use the server-side “keywords” and “categories” Open311 elements to label certain issues as “transit-related”. When defined server-side by an agency, these categories show up at the top of the list of issue categories when presented within the OneBusAway app, as shown in Figure 19.

![Figure 19 - Transit-related issue report categories now appear at the top of the list](image)

The source code for the implementation of the enhanced client/server communication, including the new Open311 server discovery protocol, image submissions, and transit keyword/category labeling is available on Github³.

An example issue reported by a OneBusAway user via the Open311 protocol to the SeeClickFix system is shown in Figure 20. In this example, a user is saying the app showed a predicted arrival for a bus, but no bus arrived (i.e., a “ghost” bus). When the user taps on the arrival time in the app to report a problem for that arrival, OneBusAway

³ [https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-android/pull/392](https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-android/pull/392)
automatically captures a large amount of metadata for that vehicle (e.g., user location based on GPS and/or user tapping on map, stop_id, trip_id, route_id, block_id, trip_headsign, predicted and scheduled arrival and departure times) and attaches this to the issue report. This information, visible in the “Description” section of Figure 20, enables the transit agency to quickly triage the issue report and respond with preset answers. In this case, HART Customer Service has assigned the issue to HART Operations so that Operations can evaluate if a problem with the automatic vehicle location (AVL) system is causing these “ghost” buses. After Operations reviews the issue and takes action, HART can close the issue and provide a resolution to the user. Issue reporting products such as SeeClickFix tracks these actions and can provide detailed reports to the agency so they can track how long it takes various departments within the agency to acknowledge, assign, and close out issues.
Figure 20 – Metadata for the vehicle, including predicted and scheduled arrival and departure times, is automatically attached to issue report
More details and screenshots of the improvements to the issue reporting process within OneBusAway based on agency feedback is detailed in a presentation that has been shared with all OneBusAway regional agencies, available online4.

### 3.3 Analytics

To help agencies better understand how transit users are using the OneBusAway application, the research team implemented software to collect analytics data in the OneBusAway mobile application via Google Analytics, which is free to use. These data show which screens of the mobile app are being used most frequently, as well as which bus stops are being viewed most frequently and approximately how far the user is from the bus stop when they view the information. All data is reported anonymously and does not include any user-identifiable data. On March 30, 2016 the enhanced analytics feature was released to the general public and can be downloaded online5. Technical details on the analytics software implementation are available on Github6. The mobile app software source code with the embedded analytics source code can be downloaded from Github7.

A dashboard from the analytics tool can be seen in Figure 21, which shows which type of information riders are accessing and how many users are currently using the system. Figure 22 shows an interesting metric of how far from a bus stop a transit rider is when they request information about that stop, which will help agencies better understand how rider’s adjust their travel behavior based on real-time transit data.

---

6 [https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-android/issues/105](https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-android/issues/105)
7 [https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-android](https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-android)
Figure 21 - The analytics data being collected from the application in real-time shows how the application being used by transit riders.

Figure 22 - Transit agencies can now see how far from the bus stop a transit rider is when accessing information about when the bus will arrive.
Chapter 4 - Deployment and Lessons Learned

The enhanced version of OneBusAway with Open311 support was deployed throughout 2016 with as part of beta testing with HART and PSTA transit riders in Tampa Bay, using SeeClickFix as the Open311-compliant issue management system. HART announced an official launch of SeeClickFix as their issue reporting management tool on January 30th, 2017. The following sections discussed lessons learned from the first six months of deployment through August 1st, 2017.

4.1 Cross jurisdictional issue reports

One goal of using an Open311-compliant issue reporting platform was to enable the app to capture diverse types of issues beyond simply reporting errors in arrival times. Figure 23 shows that of the 677 issue reports in Hillsborough County, approximately 87% were related to arrival times and schedules, which means that approximately 13% were related to other categories.

![Figure 23 - Arrival times and schedules issues are bulk of reports, but other issue types are also captured](image)
Figure 24 shows photos from two different safety-related issues reported by OneBusAway users in Hillsborough County. On the left, an electrical utility box was left open near a bus stop [23]. On the right, a storm drain has been damaged with the debris extending into the pedestrian and bike travel paths [24]. These issues demonstrate the cross-jurisdictional nature of problems reported by the public. In the case of the electrical box, HART forwarded a link to this issue including the exact geographic latitude and longitude and photo to Frontier Communications, a telecommunications company, who was able to quickly resolve the problem. HART relayed the issue for the storm drain, again complete with exact latitude, longitude, and photo to the City of Tampa, who responded and repaired the drain the following week. The photos and exact geographic location help users communicate a first-person perspective to HART, who can in turn communicate it to other agencies, which facilities a rapid response for truly hazardous situations.

Users have also reported bus stops in dangerous locations via OneBusAway, again automatically tagging the location and bus stop ID for the stop for the agency’s review [25]:

This stop is dangerous and should be moved. It is at MacDill and Granada serving Northbound Route 574 (South Tampa Flex). There is on-street parking directly in front of it. If someone is parked there bus patrons must step partially into the street to be seen by the driver, which puts them at risk of being hit by a passing motorist. Better locations for this stop would be either north of Barcelona, in front of Datz Deli, which has a parking lot, or MacDill and Santiago, under the Lee Roy Selmon Expressway and just before the right turn lane for traffic going onto northbound Bay To Bay starts. There is a bus bench and a sign stanchion at this intersection but no sign and according to the driver it is not a stop.
In this case, the user didn’t attach a picture to the report, but given the exact location a quick review of Google StreetView shows that there is indeed on-street parking in front of the bus stop (Figure 25).

![Figure 25 – Dangerous bus stop location reported by OneBusAway user](image)

HART replied that they are scheduled an on-site review with their Service Planning and Safety and Security teams to determine if this stop needs to be moved.

HART has also seen positive feedback via the app. One user reported [26]:

> Bus driver was kind enough to wait for everyone that got there by departure time. My husband and I are disabled so we can’t run for buses anymore. This driver was patient while we walked to the stop. Just polite and kind. Bus 1510 not sure of operator number. Please thank him for his good attitude from 2 loyal patrons.

HART has intentionally provided an issue category as “Positive comments” to encourage patrons to report good service when they receive it so they can pass positive feedback back to operators. And, even though the rider didn’t know the operator number, HART could determine this from the trip metadata provided by the OneBusAway app.
In Pinellas County, of the 4,780 issues reported only 54 (1.13%) were related to transit (Figure 26). This is because PSTA has not widely advertised the availability of their information in OneBusAway - PSTA stops and routes currently make up only 5% of total data traffic in OneBusAway Tampa Bay. Additionally, Pinellas County government has been using the SeeClickFix platform for several years for non-transit issues, which explains the magnitude of non-transit issue reports. Conversely, Hillsborough County government is not using the SeeClickFix platform for issue management so there is not an existing user base reporting non-transit issues. Of the transit-related reports, 74% (40) applied to arrival times and schedules, and 26% (14) involved bus stops.

One of the issue reports was related to a broken window at a bus shelter [27] (Figure 27):

Glass panel is broken & glass scattered around & inside bus stop.
4.2 Potential areas of improvement in the Open311 specification

During the design and deployment of the system, the research team learned that there are certain aspects of issue reporting that are not covered by the Open311 standard.

The discovery protocol of determining Open311 system coverage has emerged as an important feature for regional deployments. Initially it was thought that a single Open311 server would be used for an entire OneBusAway region. However, after further discussions, it is apparent that different agencies within the same large OneBusAway region may use different issue reporting vendors, and some areas may not be monitored by an Open311-compliant system at all. Figure 28 shows an example of a large geographic area in blue that is monitored by one vendor Open311 system (e.g., SeeClickFix), a second area monitored by a second vendor (e.g., PublicStuff), and a third area that is not monitored by any Open311 system.
To ensure that issues for a geographic area are submitted to the correct issue reporting server, the project team designed and implemented a discovery protocol for Open311 servers within a OneBusAway region. As mentioned earlier, the OneBusAway Regions API now supports the definition of multiple Open311 server addresses. When a user reports an issue, each of the Open311 servers for the region are queried to determine which issue categories exist for that geographic location. If only one “Other” category is reported for a specific Open311 server, then that server does not monitor that area. If no Open311 servers are monitoring that area, then the issue is sent to the OneBusAway server. If an Open311 server returns more than one category, then the issue is sent to that Open311 server. If no Open311 servers exist for a region, then issues are sent to the OneBusAway server for that region (i.e., the same process that existed prior to the implementation of enhanced issue reporting capabilities).

The project team worked with the SeeClickFix engineering team to design, implement, and test software that executes this new Open311 server discovery protocol. It was successfully deployed during this project, with Pinellas County being monitored by the SeeClickFix server and Hillsborough County initially being unmonitored (and therefore, issues were still reported to the OneBusAway server for Hillsborough County). Hillsborough Area Regional Transit started monitoring Hillsborough County in SeeClickFix in January 2017, at which point, issues reported in Hillsborough County were instantly directed to SeeClickFix and successfully received by HART. Future work could examine proposing this implementation as part of the Open311 standard.
The project team also worked with SeeClickFix to enable the direct submission of images via their Open311 API, although this design currently falls outside the exact Open311 specification. Previously, a link to an image had to be supplied. Future work could propose the additional of images to the Open311 standard.

As mentioned earlier, Open311 allows local jurisdictions to define the issue reporting categories for their location. While this flexibility is needed, general guidance for the issue category types related to public transportation would help agencies standardize some category and enable easier cross-agency coordination and reporting. TCRP Report 179 “Use of Web-Based Rider Feedback to Improve Public Transit Services” came to the same conclusion that a standardization of issue reporting categories does not currently exist but should be the topic of future research [28].

Currently all vehicle and stop metadata are inserted into the body of the description, which makes it difficult to produce reports and analytics for particular trip_ids, route_ids, or schedule deviations (e.g., show me all problems for Route 5 when it was running more than 10 minutes behind schedule). Open311 does not support “hidden” fields – this means if these fields are added individually, they would be shown to the user when they submit the issue. Ideally, these fields would be hidden from the user’s view, but the OneBusAway app would still have a way to discover these field names and submit discrete data for these fields. Future work could examine expanding the Open311 specification to include this use case.

### 4.3 Potential areas of improvement for the OneBusAway mobile app

HART requested that when a user is preparing to submit a new issue report, the OneBusAway app show existing issues that are nearby the user’s location so the user can determine if the problem has already been reported. This could be implemented as part of future work.

HART was interested in capturing more information about the transit rider, including when they arrived at a bus stop (i.e., how long they waited for the bus), as well as travel path and origin/destination information. This feature would need to be balanced with privacy protections and transparency for the user.

### 4.4 Potential areas of improvement within HART’s issue management process

When reviewing issue reports, HART discovered that the block_id values shared in their GTFS data do not match the block_ids that are visible to customer service representatives in the internal AVL system interface. This is relevant for issues related to bus driver behavior and potential disciplinary issues, as the customer service representatives need to look up the driver’s ID based on block_id. Future work could examine transforming block_ids so customer service representatives do not have to go through a manual lookup process to map the GTFS block_ids to internal block_ids.
HART had an overall very positive experience with the new issue management platform. HART plans to eventually move their entire Customer Service department to using SeeClickFix instead of their legacy customer service software. However, to satisfy their customer service requirements HART would need be able to automatically generate mailers responses to people that request them, as well as generate monthly letters to the driver union monthly for any actionable items. HART is currently investigating to determine if SeeClickFix can meet these requirements as well.

4.5 Transit agency lessons learned

HART has provided the following suggestions to agencies considering moving to a dedicated issue management platform like SeeClickFix:

1. Have dedicated personnel ready and trained prior to making system available to the public – HART opened issue submissions to the public prior to having all departments trained on the tool, as the assumption was that customer service would train other departments (e.g., Operations, Safety and Security) on the fly as issues came in related to those departments. If they were to repeat the process again, they would train the other departments prior to opening issue submissions to the public.

2. Be prepared to manage two systems during a transition period – As mentioned above, there are a few remaining tasks that HART’s legacy issue management system can perform that are required functions that HART cannot yet perform in the new software. HART advised new agencies to be prepared to manage more than one system during this transition period until the legacy system can be completely replaced.

3. Put thought into secondary questions for users – When defining issue categories, give a lot of thought to the secondary required fields that a user must fill out before submitting the issue report. Make sure you include all information you need to resolve the problem to help minimize unnecessary back-and-forth communication with the user. If all information is gathered in the initial submission, it makes it much simpler to use “canned” responses to quickly triage reports.

4. Be careful with private/public comments – Ensure that staff understand that some comments via the administrative portal are private among team members and others are publicly shown on the site. Be aware that even internal comments may be subject to public records requests depending on the agency and local regulations.

4.6 Improvement to the GTFS-realtime specification

As discussed in Appendix Section 6.4, the research team encountered several areas where the GTFS-realtime specification did not clearly indicate the expected behavior for
producers and consumers. GTFS-realtime community voted to adopt several proposals by the research team so transit agencies, AVL vendors, and application developers have clarity when implementing real-time transit systems, which will lead to better quality data and reduced development costs:

1. Clarify behavior for dropping StopTimeUpdates for vehicles running ahead of schedule - [https://github.com/google/transit/pull/16](https://github.com/google/transit/pull/16)
2. Conditionally require stop_sequence in StopTimeUpdate - [https://github.com/google/transit/pull/20](https://github.com/google/transit/pull/20)
3. Clarify that stops upstream of predictions have unknown delay - [https://github.com/google/transit/pull/18](https://github.com/google/transit/pull/18)
Chapter 5 - Conclusions

The enhancements to the OneBusAway app to report issues via the Open311 protocol has been successfully deployed in OneBusAway Tampa Bay through collaboration with FDOT D7, HART, PSTA, SeeClickFix, Clever Devices, and Cambridge Systematics. The system has successfully captured issues for a variety of categories, including safety, from the public and facilitated the sharing and management of these issues across jurisdictional and agency boundaries. All software source code developed under this project has been shared with the public via Github and contributed to the OneBusAway open-source project. The results of this project are freely and instantly available to any transit agency or city that sets up a OneBusAway server [29] and uses an issue management system that supports the Open311 protocol [21].

HART and PSTA both reported that a key advantage to using a dedicated issue management platform was the additional transit metadata that OneBusAway was able to attach to the issues. This reduced the “back-and-forth” communication with riders and saved considerable time when triaging the issue, as staff no longer had to do extensive research to discover to which trip or stop an issue report was related. Additionally, with legacy issue reporting processes it was difficult to track team performance such as time-to-close issues. This information is captured in dedicated issue management tools and can now be used for data-driven performance goals for customer service, as well as to identify areas of improvement for the various departments (e.g., safety and security, scheduling, maintenance) that are responsible for closing out issues that belong to them.

The arrival time data collected via OneBusAway could serve as a valuable resource to identify locations where the bus typically runs early or late, as well as identify the areas where this most affects riders. These routes could then be prioritized for schedule adjustments. Future work could examine existing geospatial tools to determine if they can be used to produce sophisticated reports based on the above data. Similarly, the analytics data being collected by the OneBusAway mobile apps could serve as a rich resource for identifying how users interact with mobile transit apps, including information such as how far from the bus stop they are when they access real-time arrival information. This data could help agencies prioritize stop improvements (e.g., new shelter additions). Future work could also focus on collecting rider travel path (i.e., origin and destination) data, with their permission, although rider privacy concerns would need to be addressed.

Several improvements to the Open311 protocol are recommended in Section 4.2, including server discovery, direct submission of images, and support for hidden fields. The research team also suggests the creation of a basic taxonomy of transit issue categories to assist the industry in tracking common metrics across agencies.

One of the outcomes of this research project was the adoption of three proposals from the project team by the GTFS-realtime community to improve the GTFS-realtime
specification. These changes will help improve the quality of GTFS-realtime feeds in the future as they are created and updated. Based on the project team’s experience, the creation of an open-source GTFS-realtime validation tool is strongly recommended. Such a tool would save the industry significant transit agency, AVL vendor, and application developer time and resources that are currently being spent on identifying and debugging errors in feeds. By reducing the effort needed to troubleshoot problems, the quality of GTFS-realtime feeds would improve.
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Appendix A - Multiple agencies within OneBusAway

At the start of this project, Pinellas County Transit Authority (PSTA), which provides transit service to Pinellas County on the west side of Tampa Bay, was not included in the OneBusAway Tampa region. To demonstrate the ability of more than one agency to triage and manage issues reported via the Open311 interface, the research team worked with PSTA and Clever Devices to deploy and test a General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) and GTFS-realtime feed for PSTA’s automatic vehicle location (AVL) system.

The following sections present a short introduction to the GTFS and GTFS-realtime formats, as well as the various issues that were discovered and resolved related to the PSTA’s GTFS and GTFS-realtime data when these data are integrated into the OneBusAway Tampa region.

A.1 Introduction to General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) and GTFS-realtime data formats

GTFS forms the foundation for a GTFS-realtime feed – a GTFS-realtime feed cannot provide practical real-time prediction information without having a companion GTFS feed that defines the schedule. GTFS data is implemented as a set of comma-delimited text files added to a single zip file.

A subset of the full GTFS specification is required for a GTFS-realtime feed – the following are key for understanding real-time information:

- stops.txt – All bus stops included in a feed, with each record including a stop_id (identifier internal to agency), stop_code (rider-facing stop identifier), stop location, location_type (a single stop or station with multiple stops), etc. For some agencies, stop_id and stop_code may be the same.
- routes.txt – All routes defined for an agency, including a route_id and short and long name
- calendar.txt and calendar_dates.txt – Includes service days and times, each identified via a service_id, that the agency provides service
- trip.txt – All trips defined for an agency, including to which route_id each trip belongs. A route may have multiple trip patterns, depending on the day and/or time. The day/time that each trip is operational is defined by a service_id that relates to calendar.txt and/or calendar_dates.txt
- stop_times.txt – The core schedule file that defines, for each trip_id, the ordered list of bus stops that will be visited, along with a scheduled arrival and departure time, and whether or not each stop is a timepoint (optional).
A GTFS stop_times.txt file will look like the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>trip_id</th>
<th>arrival_time</th>
<th>departure_time</th>
<th>stop_id</th>
<th>stop_sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2777</td>
<td>5:52:00</td>
<td>5:52:00</td>
<td>4301</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2777</td>
<td>5:52:34</td>
<td>5:52:34</td>
<td>3471</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2777</td>
<td>5:53:46</td>
<td>5:53:46</td>
<td>4456</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2777</td>
<td>5:54:27</td>
<td>5:54:27</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2777</td>
<td>5:55:40</td>
<td>5:55:40</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2777</td>
<td>5:56:34</td>
<td>5:56:34</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2777</td>
<td>5:57:09</td>
<td>5:57:09</td>
<td>6898</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2777</td>
<td>5:57:42</td>
<td>5:57:42</td>
<td>6899</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2777</td>
<td>5:58:17</td>
<td>5:58:17</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2777</td>
<td>5:58:56</td>
<td>5:58:56</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2777</td>
<td>5:59:20</td>
<td>5:59:20</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2777</td>
<td>5:59:50</td>
<td>5:59:50</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2777</td>
<td>6:00:15</td>
<td>6:00:15</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The GTFS-realtime specification can be broken down into three types of elements:

- **Trip Updates** – Real-time predictions for when vehicles arrive and depart. Predictions (stop_time_updates) are represented as an update to the time that the vehicle was scheduled to arrive or depart (defined in GTFS stop_times.txt), either as a relative “delay” or “time”. stop_time_updates are identified using a trip ID from GTFS trips.txt.

- **Vehicle Positions** – Real-time vehicle location, trip assignment (defined using the trip ID from GTFS trips.txt), and occupancy information

- **Service Alerts** – Descriptions of events that affect transit service, along with the transit stops/routes that the event impacts. For example, “Route 5 is on detour due to flooding”.

A GTFS-realtime Trip Update for trip_id 2777 that predicts a bus running 60 seconds late for stop_id 4456 (stop_sequence 3), running on time for stop_id 592 (stop_sequence 4), and 60 seconds early for stop_id 593 (stop_sequence 5), would look like the following:

```json
trip_update {
    trip {
        trip_id: "2777"
    }
    stop_time_update {
        stop_sequence: 3
        arrival {
            delay: 60 // Schedule deviation of 60 seconds (running late)
        }
    }
}```
The architecture of a real-time transit information system can be divided up into two components [30]:

1. The Producer - The system generating the GTFS-realtime feed (typically the automatic vehicle location (AVL) system)
2. The Consumer – The system reading the GTFS-realtime feed (typically a server and mobile app displaying the information to a transit rider)

While GTFS datasets are typically updated 3-4 times per year (e.g., when new schedules are published), a GTFS-realtime Trip Updates and Vehicle Positions feed can be updated as often as every few seconds and are typically driven by an automatic vehicle location (AVL) system.

GTFS-realtime datasets are formatted in the Protocol Buffer format [31], which is a very efficient binary representation of the information in the feed. As a result, the actual GTFS-realtime messages produced and consumed by applications require special software to convert them to human-readable plain text.

The PSTA GTFS-realtime feeds used with OneBusAway were created by PSTA’s AVL vendor, Clever Devices. A plain text version of these feeds is shown in Figure 29 and at the below URLs:

- [http://ridepsta.net/gtfsrt/trips?debug](http://ridepsta.net/gtfsrt/trips?debug)
- [http://ridepsta.net/gtfsrt/alerts?debug](http://ridepsta.net/gtfsrt/alerts?debug)
The following sections discuss the various issues encountered during the deployment of OneBusAway with the new GTFS-realtime feed.

Erroneous GTFS-realtime arrival times were attributed to three sources, which are each discussed in subsequent sections:

1. **Producer Issues** - Bugs within the GTFS-realtime generation software and/or AVL system
2. **Consumer Issues** - Bugs or insufficient support of GTFS-realtime data within the OneBusAway software
3. **Different interpretations of the GTFS-realtime specification** – Some areas of the GTFS-realtime documentation have not been well-defined, and therefore consumers and producers may expect different output for these gray areas in the specification

### A.2 GTFS-realtime producer issues

PSTA has been providing GTFS data to third party app developers since 2009 using the export feature of their scheduling software, GIRO’s HASTUS. However, one key requirement for maintaining GTFS and GTFS-realtime data is that the identification numbers (IDs) within the GTFS data (trip_id, stop_id, etc.) must match the IDs in the GTFS-realtime data. To properly support matching IDs, PSTA transitioned from exporting their GTFS from HASTUS to exporting it from Clever Devices system, the same vendor being used for the AVL system. As a result, PSTA was creating a new version of their GTFS data in addition to the new GTFS-realtime feed.
The research team used the GTFS Feed Validator [12] to quickly identify and generate a report about issues in the new GTFS data. Identified issues include:

- **Incorrect route_long_names in routes.txt** – In PSTA’s previous GTFS data, the route_long_name contained the descriptive name of the route like “Gateway Mall / Tyrone Square Mall”, while route_short_name was “1”. The new route_long_name contained the text “Route 1”, which is an incorrect description of the route.

- **agency_url and timezone fields missing in agency.txt** – The agency.txt agency_url and timezone fields, which are both required by the GTFS specification to provide proper contact points and timezone information, were missing.

- **Stops have duplicate stop_codes in stops.txt** – The stop_code value should be the user-facing identifier displayed on a bus stop sign or shelter. However, for several stops the same stop_code was assigned to more than one stop. This resulted in duplicate stops being shown in the app for search results, one of which was missing a schedule (i.e., it showed “no arrivals or departures”).

- **Duplicate times within trips in stops_times.txt** – arrival_time and departure_time must increase for each stop along the trip. Several trips showed the bus arriving at several stops in a row at the same exact time, which is incorrect.

- **“Too fast travel” warning for stop_times.txt** - This problem was a secondary issue resulting from the duplicate times within trips (above). Because the amount of time between sequential stops was very low (i.e., 0), the validator flagged the trips as traveling too fast for reality.

- **Bad shape data** - The shape data provided in GTFS shapes.txt to describe the actual travel path of the bus had some errors where a point would significantly deviate from the path of the vehicle. Because OneBusAway interpolates the vehicle position on the map based on the progress along the trip when no real-time information is available, this resulted in a strange display of information to the user where the vehicle is significantly off-route. This error was not flagged by the GTFS validation tool, but was found when manually testing the application.

The AVL vendor fixed these issues identified in the GTFS data and generated new GTFS data that did not have these problems. Some of these issues (incorrect route_long_name, missing agency_url and timezone fields, duplicate stop_code) were not software bugs, but were due to the way that PSTA staff had coded data within the data management tool. In these cases, the PSTA staff edited the data to correct the problem.

Troubleshooting the GTFS-realtime feed was significantly more challenging. The quality assurance process amounted to checking OneBusAway logs to determine if any errors were being identified, as well as physically visiting bus stops, checking arrival times shown in the app, and comparing them against when the bus actually arrived at the stop. However, the OneBusAway server software was built to be an application for the public, and not a validation tool. As a result, it often did not directly catch problems in the real-
time feed or generate any errors. Instead, issues were identified when an abnormal arrival or departure time was manually identified within the OneBusAway mobile apps. Transit agency staff reported problems back to the research team, which then would attempt to identify the problem in logs and try to reproduce and/or manually catch the problem again in real-time. This was an extremely time-consuming process and involved significant communication between PSTA, the AVL vendor, and the research team.

The following issues were identified with the GTFS-realtime feed [32]:

- **stop_time_updates not sorted by stop_sequence** – To enable efficient processing by consumers, the GTFS-realtime specification requires that producers order predictions within a trip by stop_sequence. In other words, the predictions for stops within a real-time update should be in the same order as the stops occur within the trip, defined in GTFS stop_times.txt. The initial version of the PSTA TripUpdates feed did not include the optional stop_sequence field. The AVL vendor changed their software implementation to always sort stop_time_updates by stop_sequence, and eventually added the stop_sequence field to the GTFS-realtime feed so it was easier to confirm that each trip did indeed have updates sorted by stop_sequence.

- **Wrong stop_ids were included in trip_updates** – Occasionally stop_time_update estimates appeared in a trip with a stop_id that did not belong to that trip. This was caused by several problems, including more than one stop having the same stop_code in GTFS stops.txt and the handling of routes that contain a loop where a stop is visited more than once in the same trip (discussed in detail in a later section). The AVL vendor coordinated with PSTA to resolve this issue.

- **Stop_codes instead of stop_ids were included in alerts** – In the GTFS-realtime Alerts feed, alerts were published that related to particular stops. However, the stop_code, not the stop_id, appeared as the identifier in the alert. As a result, the alert could not be matched to the proper stop. The AVL vendor fixed this problem and published stop_ids to the alerts feed.

- **Invalid vehicle position data** – Occasionally a vehicle would have the latitude and longitude values of (0.0, 0.0) because of temporarily unavailable GPS data onboard the vehicle. The AVL vendor changed their feed to avoid publishing updates for vehicles with bad or unavailable GPS data.

- **Invalid vehicle route assignment data** – In the first version of the Vehicle Positions feed, vehicles that were not currently assigned to trips would appear in the feed with a route_id of “U” for “unassigned”. Route_id should only be used for valid customer-facing routes that would appear in the GTFS routes.txt data, so these vehicles should not be included in the feed or should not have any route_id associated with them. The AVL vendor fixed the feed to remove this “unassigned” route information.

- **Unrealistic vehicle speeds** – In the initial version of the feed, very large vehicle speed values were observed (e.g., 129 miles per hour). This was because the speed values were being set in miles per hour, instead of the required units of
meters per second. The vendor resolved this issue by converting to the correct units before outputting the data to the feed. However, even after this was fixed, abnormally high-speed values were still observed. Apparently some vehicles were not calibrated to report speed accurately, so the AVL vendor worked on updating these vehicles to fix the reported speed.

- **Duplicate back-to-back stops in trip updates** – Some stops appeared more than once in sequence, each having a different predicted time of arrival in a `stop_time_update`. The AVL vendor fixed the problem to remove the duplicate stops and only have a single arrival time for each stop.

A detailed discussion of these issues, including sample data, is available on Github\(^8\).

### A.3 GTFS-realtime consumer issues

The research team discovered a few problems with the OneBusAway open-source software that negatively affected the predictions shown to riders. While OneBusAway already included basic support for GTFS-realtime feeds, the research team encountered several scenarios in PSTA’s data that OneBusAway did not properly handle. These issues mostly stemmed from the fact that the PSTA GTFS-realtime feed provides many predictions (`stop_time_updates`) per trip – one for each stop (Figure 30).

![Figure 30](image)

**Figure 30** - HART GTFS-realtime data (a) has only one estimated arrival (`stop_time_update`) per vehicle, while PSTA GTFS-realtime data (b) provides many arrival estimates (`stop_time_updates`) per vehicle

All previous GTFS-realtime feeds used in the various OneBusAway regions, including HART’s GTFS-realtime feed, had only provided one prediction per vehicle. This single

---

\(^8\) [https://github.com/CUTR-at-USF/psta-data/issues?q=is%3Aissue](https://github.com/CUTR-at-USF/psta-data/issues?q=is%3Aissue)
arrival estimate indicated whether a bus was running ahead, behind, or on schedule for a particular stop, and this same delay value was then applied to all stops for the rest of the trip (i.e., all stops “downstream” of the prediction). In contrast, PSTA’s GTFS-realtime feed provides an individual predicted time for each stop on the trip. Presumably, the additional arrival estimates for each stop in the trip have been calculated using an advanced prediction algorithm that takes other information (e.g., the route configuration, historical arrival information) into account when producing estimates. Therefore, it is in the best interested of transit riders to correctly consume each of these individual predictions, as it should result in more accurate estimates being shown to the transit rider. The research team developed improvements to OneBusAway to correctly handle multiple predictions per trip, including the specific issues discussed in the following subsections.

A.3.1 Per stop predictions resulted in large delays for stops that the bus has passed

When testing OneBusAway with the PSTA GTFS-realtime data, the research team saw large delays (e.g., 20 minutes) when viewing estimated arrival times in the mobile apps (Figure 31). OneBusAway was erroneously propagating predictions upstream of the stop for which the prediction was intended. This manifested in the app as a trip remaining in the upcoming arrivals list after the bus passes the stop, with a delay value that continues to grow until the bus has completed that trip.

![Figure 31 - When using per stop predictions, OneBusAway initially showed arrival information for vehicles that have already departed](image)
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The research team created a software patch to resolve this issue and stop propagating delays upstream of the intended stop\textsuperscript{9}. Detailed documentation for the original problem is available on Github\textsuperscript{10}.

A.3.2 Departure predictions were not used by OneBusAway

The research team encountered a problem where the initial prediction for the first stop in a trip was not showing up in the OneBusAway app. For example, given the below input:

```java
trip_update {
    trip {
        trip_id: "1208451020"
        route_id: "CAT"
    }
    stop_time_update {
        departure {
            time: 1436969397
        }
        stop_id: "4995"
    }
    stop_time_update {
        arrival {
            time: 1436969428
        }
        stop_id: "1605"
    }
    stop_time_update {
        arrival {
            time: 1436969533
        }
        stop_id: "1606"
    }
}
```

...OneBusAway would not show the estimated departure time for stop_id 4995. Upon further investigation, the research team found that OneBusAway was only designed to process per stop arrival times from GTFS-realtime feeds. The research team developed a software patch to process departure times as well as arrival times\textsuperscript{11}, and updated the mobile app user interface to better distinguish between arrivals and departures (Figure 32). The issue is documented in detail on Github\textsuperscript{12}.

\textsuperscript{9} https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-application-modules/pull/142
\textsuperscript{10} https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-application-modules/issues/127
\textsuperscript{11} https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-application-modules/pull/142
\textsuperscript{12} https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-application-modules/issues/138
A.3.3 Interpolation of missing arrival times in trips

The research team encountered an issue with OneBusAway’s interpretation of missing arrival predictions.

For example, if the following stop_ids exist:

- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4

...and the following deviations from stop_time_updates are in GTFS-realtime data:

- A
- --- (no data)
- B
- C

Figure 32 – Arrival and departure predictions shown in the OneBusAway Android app
...when searching for the deviation for stop_id 2, OneBusAway attempted to interpolate the deviation value based on the A and C deviations. The interpolation software for OneBusAway was originally created prior to the development of GTFS-realtime, and as a result this behavior did not follow the GTFS-realtime specification. According to the GTFS-realtime specification, the deviation A provided for stop_id 1 should be propagated to stop_id 2, without any modifications. These portions of OneBusAway were created prior to the existence of the GTFS-realtime specification, and they needed to be updated to be compliant with the GTFS-realtime format. The research team developed a software patch to resolve this problem and correctly follow the GTFS-realtime propagation rules. More detailed information on this issue can be found on Github.

A.3.4 Delay incorrectly prioritized over time for non-timepoints

The research team encountered a problem where OneBusAway was not showing real-time information for some stops in the middle of a trip with the following data:

```json
stop_time_update {
  stop_sequence: 12
  arrival {
    time: 1436969397
    delay: 60
  }
  stop_id: "4995"
}
```

The PSTA GTFS schedule data did not provide scheduled arrival and departure times for this stop, as it was not a timepoint (the GTFS specification has since been updated to encourage providers to provide scheduled times for non-timepoints as well). In addition, OneBusAway was incorrectly prioritizing the “delay” value over the “time” value if both were provided in the feed. The result was the app failing to show a real-time prediction for this stop, because there was no schedule value to apply the “delay” to, which was needed to calculate the final predicted arrival time. The research team modified OneBusAway to follow the GTFS-realtime specification and use the provided “time”, if both “delay” and “time” values are in the GTFS-realtime feed. This allowed OneBusAway to properly show the predicted arrival time to the user, even if the scheduled arrival time was not specified at that stop.

A.4 Different interpretations of the GTFS-realtime specification

Several scenarios were encountered where erroneous information was shown to transit riders, but the cause could not be attributed to a clear problem in the producer or the

---

13 [https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-application-modules/pull/142](https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-application-modules/pull/142)
14 [https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-application-modules/issues/139](https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-application-modules/issues/139)
consumer software given the current wording of the GTFS-realtime specification. Instead, these issues occurred because the producer and consumer interpreted certain portions of the GTFS-realtime specification differently. These “gray areas” of the spec resulted in a discussion among the members of the GTFS-realtime community, followed by a proposal by the research team to amend the specification and make the expected behavior of consumers and producers under these scenarios clear. The following subsections discuss each of the areas where the GTFS-realtime specification was improved.

**A.4.1 Scheduled times are shown if a GTFS-realtime producer aggressively drops predictions**

The research team encountered a problem when predictions were dropped from the GTFS-realtime feed for a stop just before or after a bus visited that stop. In these cases, if a vehicle was running early the user would see real-time information in the app until the bus arrived, and then the arrival time would jump back to the scheduled arrival time (even though the data indicated that the vehicle already left).

The research team worked with the GTFS-realtime community to clarify within the GTFS-realtime specification the GTFS-realtime feeds should not drop arrival predictions from a feed until after the scheduled arrival time for trips running early\(^\text{15}\) and the AVL vendor updated their feed appropriately, and the research team developed a software patch\(^\text{16}\) to handle this issue in OBA until the AVL vendor was able to update their GTFS-realtime feed. Additional documentation on this issue is available on Github\(^\text{17}\).

**A.4.2 Unmatched predictions for loop routes if stop_sequence was missing**

The research team encountered a problem where large, incorrect delays were being shown for loop trips in OneBusAway. The problem was eventually traced to the GTFS-realtime feed providing ambiguous predictions for stops that appear twice in the trip – in other words, the GTFS-realtime feed was missing the stop_sequence for loop trips.

For example, with the following GTFS schedule data:

- \(\text{stop_id} = 1756, \text{stop_sequence}=1\)
- \(\text{...}\)
- \(\text{stop_id} = 1756, \text{stop_sequence}=30\)

...if the GTFS-realtime data includes an arrival prediction and only specifies that it should apply to \(\text{stop_id} = 1756\), but not which “instance” or stop_sequence, OneBusAway does not have enough information to know which stop it should be matched to. In some cases,

---

\(^{15}\) https://github.com/google/transit/pull/16

\(^{16}\) https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-application-modules/pull/160

\(^{17}\) https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-application-modules/issues/162
this resulted in arrival predictions for the later occurrence of the stop being applied to the earlier occurrence of the stop, which showed up in the app as large delays for each stops in the trip.

The research team worked with the GTFS-realtime community to require that GTFS-realtime feeds include the stop_sequence field if a stop is visited more than once in the same trip18 and the AVL vendor updated their feed appropriately, and the research team also improved OneBusAway’s handling of this situation19. Additional documentation for this issue is available on Github20.

**A.4.3 Stops upstream of predictions have unknown delay**

In the process of attempting to clarify behavior for producers as to when they are allowed to drop per-stop predictions, it became apparent that the AVL vendor was assuming that when using per-stop predictions, consumers could either propagate predictions upstream or hold over predictions from a previous feed update and show these to end users.

The research team proposed a clarification to the GTFS-realtime spec that that in the absence of any predictions upstream of a stop-specific prediction, it should be assumed that these upstream stops have an unknown delay21. The community accepted this proposal into the GTFS-realtime specification following a vote.

**A.5 Merging co-located agency bus stops**

Before deploying to the public, the research team initially configured and set up a demo instance of a OneBusAway server that includes PSTA and HART GTFS and GTFS-realtime data and used this server to evaluate issues with the PSTA data and how it interacted with the OneBusAway system and HART data.

To integrate HART and PSTA bus stop data in a regional deployment of OneBusAway, the research team created a software tool “onebusaway-stop-consolidation-support” [33] that compares the two sets of bus stops (one from HART’s GTFS data, and another from PSTA’s GTFS data) and presents them to transit riders as a unified stop. This allow riders to view both HART and PSTA arrival times at one stop, versus having to open one stop to view HART times and another stop to view PSTA times. The team gathered and processed stop datasets from PSTA and HART for all the HART and PSTA bus stops that are co-located, and placed it into a spreadsheet (Figure 33).

---

18 https://github.com/google/transit/pull/20
19 https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-application-modules/pull/166
20 https://github.com/OneBusAway/onebusaway-application-modules/issues/163
21 https://github.com/google/transit/pull/18
The onebusaway-stop-consolidation-support software tool then produces a configuration file that is used by OneBusAway to combine co-located stops. The configuration file that is output from the stop consolidation tool can be seen in Figure 34. This configuration data is then used by the OneBusAway server software to logically group stops from multiple agencies and present the unified information to riders (Figure 35). Detailed instructions for how to configure, compile, and execute this application can be found in the project README online [33].
Figure 34 – The stop consolidation tool outputs a configuration file used by OneBusAway to combine co-located stops

Figure 35 – A co-located HART/PSTA bus stop in OneBusAway Tampa Bay showing predictions for both agencies
The merging of this stop data allows more than one agency to host their schedule and real-time data in the same OneBusAway server instance — this enables agencies to share the support costs of the OneBusAway software, therefore reducing the total cost to each agency to provide real-time data to their riders. There is no limit to the number of regional agencies that can combine and share their data via OneBusAway. This open-source software will therefore serve as the basis for any new regional deployments of OneBusAway that include more than one agency, and can be re-used in other FDOT Districts.